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Abstract 

One widely accepted presumption is that financial deregulation has lead to a substantial 
increase in the risk associated with credit and has now made it a Imtior component orthe total 

risk environment offar01 businesses. In this study, a stochastic budgeting model (RISKFARM) 

was u~~d to simulate the financial and risk effects of a range of financial strategies under the 

contrasting conditions of uncertainty and perfect information regarding interest rates. Financial 

uncertainty was found to be a very important factor in the total risk environment of 

woolgrowing enterprises. However, as a general ntle, the stochastically efficient strategies 

tended to be found under those conditions. This suggests that, for woolgrowers prepared to be 

proactive in financial management, deregulation appears to otTer net benefits. These results are 

qualified by the case and context-sensitivity inherent in case study analvses. 

ICurrent location: NSW Agriculture, AGCOST Unit, Parkes. 
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Introduction 

Farm management in AUstraliaisbecomins an :increasinglyinvolvedandcQmplex,~ask. 
,Micro and macroeconomic reforms over the past decade and ,a halfhave seen agricultural 

businesses increasingly exposed to the vagaries ()ffinanchll markets, world commodity markets 
and international economic forces (Milham and Hardaker 1990; Powell and Milham 1990). As 

a ,result, opportunities for farmers to concentrate their efforts purely on the production aspects 

of their enterprises are being increasingly curtailed. To maintain ,financial viability, farm 

managers now have to havet or have ready access to, substantial skills in 'financial management 

and commodity marketing, as well as traditional farming skills. In the study reported herel , the 
focus was on farm financial management and the risk implications of various financial 

structures and finance conditions. 

FinanCkai Deregulation and Farm Financial Risk 

In 1977, Anderson el al. stated: 'Agricultural firms typically are competitive, face known 

input prices but uncertain product prices~ and face uncertainty in some of the factors that 

influence the quantity and quality of the output they produce.' (p.160) In their view the costs of 

farm inputs in a particular planning pel lOd, one of which is debt finance, were not subject to a 

significant degree of uncertainty. And, at that time, their conclusion may well have been a valid 

generalisation. However, since then, there have been substantial chdnges to the operating 

environment of Australian farm fimls. One change in particular has been the extensive 

deregulation of finance markets. 

The essence of any deregulation is t.he increased decision making responsibility given to 
individuals and firms, They also have to bear the consequences of those decisions. Some 

aspects of the 19805 farm .. !isis highlighted the failure of many lenders and farmer borrowers 

to adapt pre-deregulation strategies andtinancial structures to the new, more uncertain and 

risky, conditions. The deregulated financial sector provided 110 shelter from the effects on the 

monetary sector of macroeconomic trends and policy. Nominal interest rates fose to over 20 

per cent and many farmers became insolvent. Some lenders also incurred large losses. It was 

apparent that many lenders and borrowers were inadequately prepared for operating in a 

deregulated economic environment (Brown 1987; PoweH and Milham). 

The deregulation offinancial markets was expected to ensure that finance was provided 
as cheaply as possible and to improve efficiency in financial markets by increasing competition 
and stimulating innovation in finance products and packages. From the perspective of a decade 

IThe paper is a summary o(thc results ora WRDC-funded project and the principal author's post-graduate 

research. 



later, many such innovations have occurred and ·finartceproductsnowexistthat .have the 
potential toenahle finanCial needs to be met more efficiently (powell and Milham}. However, 
the deregulation of financial markets also had ~erlous implications relating ,totheprlclng of 

financial services, financial risk and.risk.taking. 
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With the removal ofrestrictionsonpricing,particularIy interest rates,it was expected 
that price would become the mechanism for the rationingandalIocatiol1 of available credit. 
Expectations were that, forlendersJ varied pricing .arrangements would be used to differentiate 
among borrowers tor perceived differences in risk, while, for borrowers, the relative costs of 
the now \\~der and more available selection of alteroadve financial products would assume an 
important role in the financial.planning process. There is evidence that, at least to some degree, 
financiers .are now using interest rates to differentiate betweenctients and., for farmers, the 

most apparent outcomes of financial deregulation have been the rising cost of credit and 

increased uncertaintyassociat.ed with that cost 

The stage has now been reached where almost all fann financing is Ulldertaken by the 
private sector at market·detennined interest rates, and during the past decade inferest rates 
have fluctuated unpredictably and have maintained historically high levels (Figure i). As a 
result~ commentators have reported a rapid rise in the costs of servicing farm debt in the 19805 

and highlighted the importance of sound financial management for the continued viability of 
farm businesses (Bowman 19S5~ Bowman and Powell 1986~ Powell and Milham). 
Furthermore~ much of the risk in financial transactions is now passed on from the lender to the 

borrower through variable interest rate lending Thus, farm credit no\-\' has an uncertain 
component that was not so important in the former, more regulated, environment (LaDue and 
Leatham 1984~ Powell and Wright 1987). Financial deregulation has changed the nature of 
financial risk and possibly made it a more important component of the total risk environment 
faced by farmcrs< At the same time, developments in the financial sector have provided £1rmers 
with some additional options in managing risks, 

'Financial Risk ~Uld Tohd Risk in Farming 

Financial risks express the cost and availability of credit and are reflected partly in 
interest rates and partly through non-price sources sllch asdifTering Joan 
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limit$, security ~req~ . .tirementsJ loanmaturitiesattd loan supervlsionand documentation (Barry 
1983 ; Cumming and Parton 1990)" 

Following Barry (1983) and BartY and Baker (1984), the contribution of uncertain finance 
costs to the tQtalrisK faced by farmers can be expressed as follows: 
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where TR is total risk~ sa and fa .are the standard deviation and expected return to cquityoffhe 
portfblio of risky farm 'assets~Pa and Pd are the respective proportions of.ris"1' and risk·:free 
assets in theportfotio; and, id is the interest rate on rlsk .. :free assets. 

The first teml on the right hand side of this equation reprcsentsbllsiness risk and the 

second term is the financiallevcrage multiplier, which is the index for financial risk (Barry; 

.Barry and Daker~ CoUins 198.5)\Vhcn risky finance is obtained from external. sources, the 
leverage eflect is w increase the second term and multiply business risk That is. if.interest rate 
uncertainty exist:s, debt finance .increases total risk (assuming there is no positive correlation 
between interest rates and business returns) relative to a situation of predictable interest ra.te~ 
(Barry and Baker). This means that financial gearing, i.e., the relative level of debt to equity 
finance used. has the pmential to magnify the riskiness of return on equity outcomes arising 
from farm activities. 

Research Objectives nndHy(>othcscs 

In recent. years. considerabJe public and academic pressure has been exerted on farmers 
to increase the resourcesaUocatcd to financial management. [As examples, sec Australian 
Bankers Association 1987, Barry and Baker, Brown, and Milham and l-Iardaker,) HoweveI, 
farm management resources are scarce and need to be allocated efficiently in order to maximise 
profitability and the prospects for long"'fun financial viability. Only if the henefits ofincreasing 
financial management. resources outweigh the opportunity costs of alternative uses of those 
resources wm this be an effective strategy. These benefits and costs must be measured in terms 
of risk 

The optimal management of risk requires awareness of, and action in, all the areas in 
which uncertainty arises That is, it requires recognition that ' ... a portfolio of risks exists 
alongside a portfolio or risk management strategies~ and that optimising wiIJinvolve 
delennining both the level of risk taken and the most cost-effective strategies in achieving that 
leve1.· (Powell and Milham, p.237) 
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A,pnmatYQbJecdvQ,of\thiSJ:es¢arcb Was t()examinetheeffectiveness,in terms of 

reducins riskandimproviognn~nclnl v'abmly~ i()fselected fatm'!Jcvct ,fimmcial risk man~gen1ent 
strategiesforAu$tralianwoolgrc>wers. AJt.ernativeslo,thisareainclud¢: ~ss¢tinst1rancet 
maintaining liquid asset. reserves, manipulating financial structure"and taxation :prQ'lisiQlls . 
relatedtoincomesmoot.bing.suchasincome,equatisationc:leposit$. A secondary objective WaS 

,to investigate the contribution to total risk for.·woolgrowers .offinancial uncetUdnty. In this 
context, ,amodelwasconstructedanrlexperiJnenlsd¢signed to testth¢ following'hypotheses: 

(I) Thal, under a given and fixed production plan, uscar fixed pnc~:(.nterest Ja~} credit 
facilities will reduce total risk in net cash flow3ndwealtb outcomes for a 
wooJgrowing business, 

(2) r.hat, under agivennndflxcdproductionplan,mallipulnting' financial structure so as 
to reduce debt will reduce total dskin net cash(lQw and wealth outcomes fora 
woolgrowing business. 

(3) That. under a given and fixed production plan. utilising income equalisation deposits 
to smooth the taxable income of a woolgrowingbusiness will reduce tottil risk in net 
oashflow and w\~,ahh 'outcomes, 

(4) That financial uncertainty contributes significantly to total risk in net cash flow and 
wealth outcomes on woolgrowingpropertics. 

Analytical Approach 

To achieve a predictive understanding off1irmers' decisions will often require an intimate 
study of the realities offarmproduction and offanners· attitudes. It is thus appfopriateto carry 
out empirical investigations into risk management in agriculturaJfirms at the level of the 
individual farm It is particularly appropriate in Australia where most f.:'10l1Sare ovmer .. opcrated 
and almost all management decisions are made at the farm..;leveL2 

'Thecase study approach involveu intensive, detailed stUdy of only one or a few 
farms. The objective of this study isto learn, not only what is happening on the 
study farms, but why, i.e., to elucidate the cause and effect relationships that 
operate. This process of elucidation is often faciIitatedby studying more than one 
case,. Two Qf three contrasting cases~ ,by way of their very djtrerences~ may make it 
easier to identify .important ulctors leading to the reS\ltts observed'. (Dillon and 
Hardaker 1980,p.30) 

2Somc management dccif::ions .may bcf(JrcccluPQnindividuutfilrmcrs ,.s conditions .orfin41uc;iul tlrrangCtllcnts 

or asrcquircmcnts for receipt oc'nmlJ assist~ncc. 
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Tbis'approach .en~blesthe,sirnQltaneouSCQlIe¢ti6n·of,theptQt.iuction"anc,t 'financbd data 
required fQrtheana.1ysi$,and,the-elicitationof$u.bl~ttv~·probabmtiesfQrUricetiain decision 
variables. 'These data:andprohabHitieS'proVigea uriiquecQl1lbinatlon that reflect the-actual 
situation,~pectatio"s ,and 'responses \of;a.p~rtlcular agricu 1tl1ralpr()rJucet~thearJalysisandthe 
results obtained thus .have .arealisrnandinunediateapplicabiUtythat:canbe difficult. toacbieve 
with a 'representativetor ~averagef fann.appfoach.i!or :thisstudYt asal1lpl~of fourcontta$ting 
woolgr()'wing enterprisesincastem Australia wassetectcd. 

Dynamic stochastic ,budgeting experiments based on the case'study data were conducted 
using the :RISKFARM ,model (Milham 1992; Milham, lIardaker and powell 1992; 1993). 
Maximisation of subjective eXl,ectedutility, determ'inedby applying the technique of stochastic 
dominance with respect to a function, waS the criterion used to rank the strategies. This 
ranking provided the basis ror judgements as to whether or not to .reject the stated hypotheses. 

StocbnsticDominallce with Respect to n Function 

Givcnthe complexity of the rcaJ world, it is unlikely that it will be possible immediately 
to distinguish between, and thus order, aU risky prospects. l'he task for the analyst is tofinrl a 
means of reducing the size of the choice set down to a smaller subset, ideally with one or very 
few elements, that contains the prospect with the high .... Sl expected utility. 

The case for st(lchastic dominance arises when ehher there is no single identitiable 
decisio,n maker~ or when it is not feasible to derive a utility function for the identified decision 
maker. However. if something is known about the risk auitudes of the decision maker, the 
methods of stochastic efficiency analysis can be used to partition risky prospects. In the .field of 

agricultural economics. stochastic dominance with respect to a function (lvfeyer 1977?"t 1977b) 

'"' also referred to as thel\1eycr criterion~ generalised stochastic dominance and generalised 
stochastic etl1ciency analysis .. has been widely used for this purpose. (See, for example, da 
Cruz and da 'Fonseca Porto 1988, King and Robison 1981 and Kramer and Pope 1981.) 

The basis of stochastic dominance with respect to a function (SDRF) lies in the expected 
utility theorem, and it operates in a fashion that allows the ranking of risky prospects consist.ent 
with the maximisation of expected utility. It is n criterion which establishes necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the distribution of outcomes defined by the cumut.ative distribution 
functi<.;n .F(w) to be preferred to the function (J(w) by all agents whose absolute risk aversion 

functions lie everywhere bctweenlower and upper bounds fJ(W) and f 2(W). [For first degree 
stochastic dominance the range is 00 .$. r:ilt'} " 0':1, while for second d¢gree stochastic 
dominance the range is 0 ~ rA(w) ~ r:T:>, te" all risk averters.] Thus, SDRP' is demonstrated 
when the utility function which minimises 
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tI) . 

(2) £[G(W) -Jt(nOJ.U(w}dw 
-'~ 

subject to 

(3) r1(w) < .. (Ji(w)/U(w)' <: ri(w) 

is founrland the it1tegral.isstitlpositive. Thiscorrc$ponds to tht}ideotificati<»n of the. utiUty 
function in the ndmi$sibleclass whicbis least likely tot'esutt:in theexJl¢cted utility of risky 
prospect po being greater than that of risky prospect G. If it can be shown that 1;- i$preferred to 
G fOr that: function, then it is koown1hat the result wiUhold for the entire cJassofadmissible 
runcti.ons, 

The Generalized Stochastic Dominance softwareprogratn devel( ,perl in the Department 
of Agricultural Economics and Rural Socioloh'yat the University of Arkansas (Raskin and 
Cochran 1986) provides a useful pre .. fabricated means of applying SDRF analysis,toslmutation 
resuits 

Design of the Kxperiments 

Dumsday and Edwards (1990) identify two objccUves that charncterise the behaviour of 
Australian £,rmers.The first is that of \\'calth maximisation and the second is that of 
maximIsation ofshort .. runcash flow They argue the first objective is the most pervasive,~with 
the second objective primarily being a temporary phenomenon describing t • .thc, behaviour of 
farmers with very low incomes together with substantial debts' (p.97). These conclusions were 

supported by the results of a small informal sutvey of woolgrowers canied Qut prior .to the 

development of the RISKFAR.~1Jtlodel. Hence~ from the wide range of annual financial 
performance measures produced by RISKFARM, only net worth and net cash flow3 were 
selected for analysis 

Under the first hypothesis it was postulated that the use affixed interest rate credit 
facilities, as opposc-.d to variable interest rat.e facilities, eQuid signiflcantly reduce total risk in 
flnancial outcomes fora woolgrowing business, To test this hypothesis~ a simuhltlon 
experiment was designed Involving refinancing variubJc interest loans into a fixed interest, 
interest-only, liability at the beginning of the 1992 financial yeae The magnitude oftbis liability 
was determined as the sum of e:dsting loans. including overdrall dcbtf und any forecast cash 

3Whether t1cteash flow (""Videnccs she in\'¢fsc rcltltiOtlship with risk aversion strictly rcquirc<J for nppticatioo of 

stochtlSlio efficiency mutlysis (Pout 19(4) lUiS not bccncmpiricnUy determined However. sincc this rehltionsh.ip 

cnnbc demonstrated for income (Anderson .1970) it seems ,U JCHSOJUlblc inluitive assmllpHon tiltH il, would also 

exist for net c;\sh flow, which is Closely felutoo to inc{)Jl\c. 



operatingdencit in 1992 (see Table 1).Tne llxed·interest tat.e Wa$(lssumed, lobe) 4'perc¢nt 
per annum, the (tbert)currentmark¢t rate for thcsetype$ of loans. 
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Underhypothesls 2itwaspostuJatedlftatnlanipulating flnancialstructureso as to reduce debt 
wOlild lead to astgniftcant redl1~tionin total risk. ManagementacHonin this regard was 
assumed to involve the sale of assets to enable accelerated repaynleht~ .ofdebt. Discussions with 
theca-operating gri\ZierSindicated lhatontYQff~fannt\ssets,partic\Jlarlyfinancialassets, would 
be considered for this purpose, :F'urthennore,ifdebt reduction took' place" it was d¢emedmQst 
.likely that it would also involve refinancing into a. tixedinterest facility. Hertce, experiments 
invol\~ns the redemption of financial assets) reducing debt and locking ... jnaninterestcost were 
designed .for Cases AandB. the only on(!s with substantial otr,·.farmassets (see Table·l). It 
should be noted that selling financial assets to reduce debtinvotves a. number of adjustments to 
farm financial structure and cash .t1ow,First~ there is the direct reduction in business assets with 
an associated equivalent. but probably not proportional, reduction in liabilities. Second, there is 
the reduction in investment income and. third, there is the reduction in interest expenses. 

The experiments for testing Hypothesis 3t relating to the use of lEOs, involved using the 
same scenarios formulated for testing Hypothesis t ~with the additional decision rule that if net 
taxable income in any year was pm.,itive (negalive) then, ifpossible. an income equalisation 
deposit \\'()uld be made (redeemed) This strategy f()clIses on reducing intertemporal variations 
in taxable income 



Tablel 
$itnlliatiollExperinle1lts 

Case A Case 13 

$ $ 
flypothcsis 1 

Loans ret1nanced and Iocked .. in at 14% 

- amount 200000 100000~ 

- fee 4000 2000 

llypothc.w:\' 2 

Assets sold and debt reduced and locked .. ;n at 14% 

- sales amount } 50000 100000 

.. debt refinanced 50000 0 

.. fcc 1000 0 

Hypothesi,..,' 3 

Lock-in interest. rates as for llypothesis 1 and invest in IEDs if 
taxable income would ot.herwise be > 0 

- lED amount determined f} ? 

during simulation 

- loan amount 200000 100000 

• fee 4000 2000 

HJ1)OlllCSls .f 

CaseC CaseD 

$ $ 

240000 250000 

4800 5000 

oa na 

na na 

na nu 

? ? 

240000 250000 

4800 5000 

Degenerate stochastic interest rates to their mean values and simulate each of the 
above scenarios again 

aCase D already has a debt of$300,OOOwith a flxed interest rate of 14.3~'o per annum; 
na :: .. not applicable. 

10 
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Under the fourth hypothesis it waspostuhned that uncertainty in financialvarlables 
contribHtes sigrtificantIyto total riskinftnancialoutcomes onwoolgrowing properties. This 
hypothesis is closely related to lIypothesis 1 but is OlQreseneralin nature ~nd was tested in '11 

quite different way. The ,approach taken was to degenerate aUofthestochasUc 'jnter~st rates to 
their mean values4 and conduct simulation experiments llsing'those values. Unlike simply 
locking,.in a fixed interest rRteon some bO'Towing's (l-Iypothesis I), this degeneration 
procedure removed tile uncertainty assodated with those costs withollt removing the predicted 
variation throu'gh time. Further, this procedure also removed uncertainty from overdraft 
interest rates and yields on financial investments. That is, all interest cates were still allowed to 
vary through time, but in a known way. 

Results 

The five per cent percentile values of the cumulative distribution functions generated for 
the net worth and net cash flow outcomes, together with the ma,m and variance for each 
distribution, for each farm tor each experiment are reported in Milham (1992). Table 2 
contains a summary of the final results of the stochastic dominance analysis of those 

distribution<; 

In these tables, the suffix ilL" on the strategy code indicates that these results were 

generated under conditions of financial certainty. \Vhere strategies are grouped together, this 
indicates that the assumed utility function and risk attributes used in the SDRF analysis did not 

provide suft1cient information to rank them. 

C:lIse Stutly A 

Eight simulation experiments were conducted in Case A in order to identify the manner 
in which the four strategies outlined in Table I influenced business performance under the 

contrasting conditions of financial certainty and financial uncertainty. In summary, the mean 

net cash flow outcomes for all the strategies trended downward from the end of the 1991 

financial year and were at their lowest levels at the end of 1995. The mean net worth, or 
wealth, outcomes across the four strategies all declined until 1993 and then trended upward to 

be at their highest levels in 1995. The lowest generated mean value for net worth in the 1993 
financial year still exceeded $1.8 million. 

4Tlus procedure is a menu option in t?~~RISK , the softwnrc used for the stochastic budgeting. Hud is thus 

straightforward to carry out 
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Table 2 

SDRF Rallkillg of Net JVortlla"d Net CtisllFlow Olltcol1les 

Net Worth Outcome ' Net Cash FIQW Outcome 
Case A 
1\10st Preferred FANOTHL FA200L 

FANOTH .FA200 
FAIED FAlED 

FA200; FA200L FAIEDL 
FAIEDL FAASSL 

FAASS; FAASSL FANOTHL 
FAASS 

Least Preferred FANOTH 
Case B 
1Ylost Preferred FBIED FBIED 

FB100; FBIOOL FBIOO 
FBASS; FBASSL FHNOTH FBIEDL 

FBIEDL FB100L 
FBNOTHL FBASSL 

FBNOTH 
FBASS 

Least Preferred FBNOTHL . 
Casee 
Most Preferred FC240; FCIED; 'FCIEDL; 

FCNOTH~ FCNOTHLu FCIEDL 
FC240L FC240 

FCIED 
FC240L 

FCNOTH 
Least Preferred FCNOTHL 
CaseD 
Most Preferred FD250~ FD250L FD250~ FD250L 

FDIEDL POlED 
FDIEO FDIEDL 

FDNOTHL FDNOTH 
Least Preferred FDNOTH FDNOTHL 

aComplete ordering of the net worth outcomes was obtained with the coefficient of relative 

risk aversion set in the range of unity to two. For this interval, the preferred strategy under 

conditions of financial uncertainty was to do nothing. Under financial certainty, the 

dominant strategy was to invest in lEOs, Note: 1~1 ;::::; r1lw, 
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The resultsoftbe<stochastic dominancerankins :of the net worth and :.netcash ·f1ow 
Dutcomes from these experiments for the 1995 financial year are shown in Table:2. The legend 
in this table is interpreted as follows: 

-EA200 is the strategy involving locking~ina. debt of $200000 at 14 per cent; 

- F AASS refers to the strategy of liquidating financial a!>sets and locking-in a debt of 
$50000.at 14 per.cent; 

- F AlED represents the strategy in which income equalisation deposits are used .in 
conjunction with a locked-in debt of $200000~and, 

- FANOTH is the strategy of maintaining existing financial structure and 

arrangements, i.e., doing nothing .. 

The SDRFanalysis indicates that, under both financial uncertainty and financial certainty, 

the F ANOTH strategy lies most to the right and would be the most efficient strategy in terms 

of maximising expected utility from wealth. One unexpected and surprising feature of these 

results is the high ranking of many of the strategies under conditions of financial uncertainty. A 

prluti expectations were that, for a particular strategy, the outcome distributions under perfect 

financid information would dominate those obtained under financial uncertainty. In fact, this is 

frequently not the case. Results of this nature were obtained in all four case studies. Some 
discussion~ and an intuitive explanation, of this aspect of the results is provided later in the 
paper. 

Reading from Table 2. in order of dominance, the strategies under (i) financial 

uncertainty are: FANOTH, FAIED, FA200 and FAASS; and (ii) financial certainty are: 

F ANOTH, F A200, F AIED and F AASS. In comparing the strategies across the two states of 

financial information, the strategy of taking no action under financial certainty was found to be 

dominant (FANOTHL)in terms of the net worth outcome. 

The stochastic e.fficiency ordering of the strategies is somewhat different when 
determined in the context of max!mising expected utility from net cash flow. Under financial 

uncertainty, the strategies are ordered preferentially irom F A200 to PAIED then F AASS and, 

finally, FANOTH. The ordering is the same under financial certainty. In comparing the 

strategies across the two financial states, the strategy of locking-in $200000 a1 14 per cent 

under financial certainty (F A2DOL) was found to be dominant for the net cash flow outcome. 

Case Study B 

Eight simulation experiments were conducted in Case B. In aU cases, the wealth outcome 

showed a continuous upward trend and the net cash flow outcome, conversely, demonstrated a 



continUOtlsrlownward trend over the model 'period. Net cash flow and wealth were thus at 
their lowest :andhighest levels respectively) 'at theertdofthe 1995 'financial year. 

The codes for the experiments' art thisprcpertyar~ .interpreted as follows: 

-FB100 is the strategy involvinglockin,g-inadebt ·of$lOOOOOat 14 :per cent; 
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- FBASS refers 'to the strategyofliquidating financial assets to provide operating finance 

(and thus avoiding the necessity of obtaining credit); 

- FBrED represents the strate!,l)' .in whiCh ·incomeequalisation deposits are lisen in 

conjunction with a locked-in debt of $100000; and., 

- FBNOTH is the strategy of maintaining existing financial structure and 

arrangements, I.e., doing nothing. 

The results of the SDRF analysis for the experiments in Case B are summarised in Table 

2. As shown, the income equalisation deposit strategy (FBlED) is the dominant strategy for 

maximising expected utility from net worth under conditions offinanciai uncertainty. Strate!,,), 

FB 100 is next preferred, fonowed by FBIED and FBASS, which cannot be ordered. Under 

financial certainty the dominant strategy is FB 100L, Le .• borrowing $100000 at a fixed rate of 

14 per cent. The remaining strategies in order of declining preference are FBASSL, FBIEDL 

and FBNOTHL. The strategy of locking-in a debt of$100000 and utilising rEDs (FBTED) was 

found to be dominant in terms of maximising expected utility from wealth when comparing the 

strategies across the two financial states. 

The SDRF analysis also revealed strategy FBlED as the dominant strate!,,)1 for net cash 

flow under both financial uncertainty and certainty. Further, this strategy was most efficient 

under financial certainty, Within the financial uncertainty category, the ordering from the most 

to least efficient strategy is FBIED, FBlOO, FBNOTH and FBASS. Under conditions of 

financial certainty the ranking is FBJEDL, FB 1 OOL~ FBASSL and, Jastly, FBNOTHL. 

Case Study C 

Six simulation experiments were conducted in Case C. Both the net worth and net cash 

flow outcomes for all strategies evidenced downward trends over the model horizon for this 

farm business. They were thus both at their lowest levels at the end of 1995. 

The codes for the experiments shown in Table 2 are interpreted as follows: 

- FC240 is the strategy involving locking .. jn a debt of$240000 at 14 per cent; 

- FeIED repr~sents the strategy in which income equalisation deposits are used in 

conjunction with a locked-in debt ofS240000; and, 



-FCNOTH i$ the.strategyofmaintainingexistingfinancial sttllcture .and 
arrangements, i.e., doing :nothing, 
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With the .range ofthe.coefficientofrelativeriskaversionrR set 'at Jmity to tilrec, no 
dominant strategy could be· determined intcrms ofmakimisingexpected tltility frotnnet worth. 

\\1hen the upper bound on fa is reduced to from three to two, FCNOTFI proves to be the most 
efficient strategy under conditionsoffinancial uncertainty. The il1comeequalisation deposit 

strategy (FCIEDL) is dominant under conditions of financial certainty with 1 <= fR <= .2. 

The stochastic eftlciency orderingof'the strategies is somewhat different when 

determined in the context of maximising expected utility from net cash .flow. From Table 2, the 

most efficient strategy under financialllncertainty is FC2401 followed by FCIED and then 
FCNOTH. The ordering under financial certainty is from FCIEDl. to FC240L then 

FCNOTHL. In comparing the strategies across the two financial states, the joint stratehl)' 

involving use oflEDs under financial certainty (FCIEDL) was found to be dominant for the net 
cash flow outcome 

Case Study 1) 

Six simulation experiments were conducted on Property D. Both the net worth and net 

cash .flow' outcomes for all strategies evidenced upward trends over the model horizon for this 

farm business They were thus both at their highest levels at the end of 1995. 

The codes for the strategies investigated are as follows: 

- FD2S0 is the strategy involving locking .. in a debt of$2S0000 at 14 per cer.t~ 

- PDlED represents the strategy in which income equalisation dl..'posits are used in 

conjunction with a locked-in debt of $250000; and, 

- FDNOTH is the strategy of maintaining existing financial structwc nr.ll 
arrangements, Le., doing nothing, 

As shown in Table 2. the strategy involving locking-in .a debt of$250000 at 14 per cent 

(FD250) is the dominant strategy for maximising expected utility from net worth under both of 
financial states, Strategy FDIEDis the next most efi1cient, followed by FDNOTH FD250, Le., 

Jocking-in $250000 at 14 per cent under financial uncertainty, was found to be dominant in 
terms of maximising expected utility from wealth when comparing the strategies across the two 

financial states. The results of the SDRF analys:s show FD250 to be dominant under conditions 

of both financial certainty and uncertainty. The complete ordering of the strategies is the same 

under both states of financial information: FD250 then PDIED then FDNOTH .. 
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Ilypothesis Testsnnd :Discussion 

The criterion for non-rejection of each hypothesis .is that the outcome .ofthedecision 
scenario reflecting the hypothesis st.atement be dominant over the outcome of the null (Le.,the 
tldo nothing!! scenario) ill the senseofSDRF. That js,rejectiQnornon~reJectionofthe 
hypothesis is a function of the position. and dispersion of the outcome distributions and the risk 
attitude of the grazier. 

llypotltesis J 

In Case 'Study A, in the case of the· we."lth outcome, the stmtegyinvoJvingthe fixed price 
creditfacUity did not dominate the existing managcment strategy, Nor did it do so inCaseC, 

where these strategies could not be ordered However. for net worth in cases Band D and for 
the net cash flow outcomes on aU four case study properties,thi.s strategy was dominant in 
terms ofSDRF Detemlination ofwhcther or not this hypothesis should be rejected thus 
appear! t(.') depend an the primary management objective of the grazier. 

If management attemion is focused on short .. run cash flow, the result.s ofthis study 
indlcate that Hypotbesis 1 should not be rejected That is. use affixed interest credit appears to 

imprOve performance and reduce risk in net cash flows sufficiently fOl stochastic dominance to 
emerge over a wide range of relative risk aversion Furthermore, under conditions of 

uncenainty regarding the values of flnancial variables, this strategy domimtted aU the 
alternative financial risk management strategies investigated 

The situation is not so. clear when the management objective is to. maximise expected 
utility from wealth The results from case studies B and D indicate that, under this objective 

also. Hypothesis I should not be rejected"Ho.\vever~ the result from Case A. and even Case C 
where dominance was indeterminatc t indicate the reverse 

It is difficult to determine exactly why a strategy that is domjnant in terms of its net cash 

flow consequences should not also be dominant in terms orits wealth consequences. One 
possible explanation lies in the temporal nature of the cash deficits that occur and the way the 
RISKF ARM model works 

RlSKFARM. is an annual model and any cash deficit at the end oCthe flnnncial year 
appears as an overdraft debt in tlie annual accounts And this is the amount that, at the end of 
1991, contributed to determining the magnitude oCthe debt to lock-in for these experiments If' 
theaetual cash deficit was intermittent, or of only very short durntion~ the interest charges on 
t.he fixed interest facititycouldbeconsiderably larger than those on the overdrafl debt. This 
difference could be large enough to cause a suflicient discrepancy in wealth for stochastic 
dominance to accrue to the "do.J1othir~git outcome. Meanwhile, due to the large contribution of 
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intere.-;t 'paYlllcnts.to net cash .floW;, the redllctionlrl.riskirttletcashflpws . arising from certainty 
intlteinterestcomll1itmcntcQuldbe .$ufficient forlhe "(Qck-in "strategy to dominate the f'gO 
nothing" strategy with respect to that outcome. Although ·therewouldalsobeareduction in 
risk in the wealth outcome; therelativecontributiol) pfthe :annualcash operating surplus or 
deficit to net worth may be sma)lenough,that the desir~ble)variabmty-reduCitlg, effects are 
outweighed byt he undcsirabJe, magriitude,.;reducing,efi'ects. 

In summary, for three out ofthefout casesexaminedt the strategy of arranging. a fixed 
interest Joan facility to cover existing variable interest facilities and provide operatingfinancct 
produced netcnsh flow and wealth consequences that domina.ted,or were indistinguishable 
frams, those obtained from the existingfinandalarrangements. In the fourthcase~ the net cash 
flow outcome arising from this strategy \vas preferred but the wealth outcome was not. The 

\veight of evidence thus suggests that this strategy will generatlyhave desirable consequences 
and that Hypothesis 1 should not be rejected For the speciaJ elise where cash operating d,eficits 
are very intermittent and highty irregular in magnitudet the preferred strategy will depend on 
\vhether the management objective is to maximise expected utility from wealth or net cash 
flow, 

\-Vith respect to maximising expected utW''Y trom wealth in Case A, the strategy of 

liquidating l1nancial assets and locking.in a fixed interest rate on a reduced debt burden 
(FAASS) was dominated by the udo nothing" strategy (FANOTH), In Case B, no dominance 

bet\veen t.he two strategies could be determined,() It thus appears that these results provide 
little, if anYt support for this hypothesis For the net cash flow objective, strategy FAASS 
d~mit' .. tes strate!::.'Y FANOTlfin Case A, but dominance is reversed for theequivalcnt 

strategies in Case B, At first glance. these results are also inconclusive and Hypothesis 2 
cannot be authoritatively stated as being not rejected in the case of maximising expected utility 

from net cash flow. However, closer inspection or the particular cases provides some further 
insights. 

The difference between the outcom~s for tbe two case studies probably lies in the nature 
of the respective financial assets owned by the businesses. The financial assets in Case A 

consist of market securitiesandinterest-bearlng investments with var '.llIe yields. The capital 

values oCthe market securities are subject to market forces and were forecast by the grazicr to 
increase substantially over the five years modelJed. That is, the margin between the value of 

51f(he actual utility function for each gmzicr were kno\\1., then complete ordering could be obI dnr.d 

6Rcducing the rangcof'n to 1 ~ 'Il " .2 nnd 2 ~ 'R ~3stiU did not allow prefcrence between these 

strategies to be dClcnnincd. 
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·t.ofal.a$sets,'uuder strat~gies;F MSSllOdFAN'QtHts .not: just the fac¢valueQfthefinanchd 
:assets:but ,also thepa."ital ,'sains foregone. 'With.reducedint~rest ,receiptsattd reduced interest 
p~ymefit$a·ctinginsot11~d~gree 8s¢ourttereifects.on ~thecashbalanc~, this margin .iS$llfficient 
IQrF ANOTH to dominateEAASSwitb respect to weaJth~Other results obtained (not reported 
.her~) indicate lhatthe reduction in int¢r~st .payments isgeneraHyl¢ss thartthe reduction in 
interest earnings. Th¢:tlet resut~,.ineombinationwith c:ertaintyin erc:dit costs, is such that 
'FAASSisprefetl'ed in tennsofm(lximlsing expected utility from net cashUow. 

'InCase B, wherethere.is no c8pitalgain bntinancial ,assets, the primary adjustments 
under thet!sellassetsll strat(!syare the respectiveredUCtlOtlSiIl inter~stearningsalld expenses, 
and the redl~ction .inthe risk associated :with the cost' ·of,credit. ·Here, tllereareno foregone 
capital galns to increase the margin between tbe value c,ftotalassetsunder the twosttategles 
in question. The net effect on the w~aJthoutcome of tbe FBASSstrategy is such tbat. for a 
wide range of nskaversioll, the decision maker is .indifferent behVeen this and the FSNOTlI 
strategy. 

The financial assets liquidated under FBASS are )'. ~!<iiJ"g a guaranteed annual percentage 
return, Thus. while cash costs decline and become less uncertain tmder th,S strategy, tash 
income also, dectinesandloses a stable component (interest receipts) That is, cash income falls 
and becomes relatively more uncertain a.ndthis.~ in tum, contributes to a decline and increased 
uncertainty in aggregate net cash flow The nct effect is to worsen the '\vor51. case" llt~t cash 
flow result and make the entire distribution more disperse, Consequcntly" for net cash nowt the 
.FBNOTH. strategy is preferred over theFBASS strategy in the sense ofSDRF. 

The ranking of the wealth outcomes changed from the "debt reductiolllf strategy being 
dominated by the lido nothing" strategytu indiflerence between them as the adverse effects of 
selling assets were reduced , That is. in Case A, ca.pital gains and interest earnings were 
ioregone andFAASSwas dominated. In Case Stonly interest earnings were fOl'cgoneand 
dominance could not be determined. It is therefore possiblc, t.hough. uneollfirmed~ that 
'financing debt reduction by means other than by sellingincome-earningasset$, i.e., foregoing 

neither investment income l10rcapital gains~ could provide a dominant risk management 
strategy in teons of wealth, 

Furthermore, if it true that the net cash flow outcome of str<ltegy F13ASS is dominated 
by that of stralegyFBNOTH due only to the adverse effects on the magnitude ofinterest 
earnings and the ·fability or10tal cashincome~ then some extrapolation of these results is also 
warranted. (Stlpport for this conclusion is provided by the fact that on both case study 
properties the net cash flaw outcome of the pure)ock:~instrategyFA200 (FBI OO}dominates 
that of the mixed, seUassetsand lock.,.:in strategy FAASS (FBASS).] As argued above. it is 
plausible that financing debt reducdonby means other than by selling income-earning assets 
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wouJdbe adorninantstrategy :in. th¢;contextor.ma~bnisingexpecteduti1ity from net .cash flow. 
Furtherexpeomentationwouldbe required to cOl1llrmthese itltuitiveconclusions. 

On the basis of these considerati.ons, Hypothesis .2 iSlleither rejecteanornotrejected 
but, rat'her,is left open for more detaitedtesting. 

In threeofthe four cases examined, the wealth outcomeoftbe income equalisation 
deposit strategy dominates or iGindistinguishahle from that of laking no additional actionin 
financial risk management. In the fourth case (Case A), theFANOTfI strategy is preferred 
over .FAreD in terms of maximising expected utility from wealth. For the objective of 
maximising e.xpectcd utility from nct cash flowt the result for aU four farmbllsinesses was that 
the strategy involving lHDs was preFerred 

It is tl\)table that, as it was for the wealth outcome of the purclockMitl strategy 
(Hypothesis t). Case A is once agnin the contradictory case. Indeed. the existing financial 
arrangements on that property dominate all of the alternatives investigated (F ANOTH). A 

possible explanation for the discrepancy between the conclusions drawn from Farm A and the 
results of other case studies was prfwided in the discussion ofHypolhesis 1. 

Under most circumstances~ the combined strategy of arranging a fixed interest loar 

facility to cover existing \·ariable interest facilities. and provide operating finance together with 

utilising lEDs to smooth taxable income. appears to generate measurably preferred wealth and 
.net cash flow consequcnc.es. The weight of evidence thus suggests that Hypothesis 3 should 
not be rejected. Once again, in the special case where cash operatt'lg deficits are very 

intermittent and highly irregular in magnitude, the preferrt" i strategy will depend on whether 
the management objective is to maximise expect.ed utility from wealth or net cash flow. 

llypotilesis 4 

The decision criterion for this hypothesis Was that the distributi.ons of the selected 
outcomes under conditions of perfect financial infonllation shoHld dominate those obtained 
under uncertainty in the sense of SDRF. The results of the stochastic dominance analyses arc 
rearranged in Table 3 to show more plainly the ranking of the outcomes oCthe experiments 
designed to test this hypothesis. 

The only clear pattern to emerge is that, \\ith regard to wealth, the strategies involving 
locking-in debt at a fixed interest rate under financial uncertainty dominate or arc 
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tndistinguishabJ¢lTomthe sam~~trat¢gies .under'finandal certainty;7 As 'noted earlier, this is the 
rev~rse ofthc'expecteo. ,result. that the outcoOl~(jfa'particular$trategy unqerfinancjal 
uncertainty w()lddbe dominated by tile' outcome underfuU ,informa.tion.Fora given strategy, 
theonlydifi'crence,betweenthetw<>statesoffinanciallJlformation is that, under financial 
certainty, interest rates on both assets and :'ilibilities val)' 'in ,a"known way. Thus? for a strategy 
involving .afixed interest rate debt, the difference between theout.comes 'undernnaficial 
certainty anduncenaintycanlie Qrilyin thetnarginbetween the fixedgnd vanableirtterestcosts 
and 'the risk rcducingeff'ects ot~rcmovinguncertainty inirltcrest. yields. 

7The only exception is tlmt of tho inC()fllc C(llmlisntioll deposit strategy in Case D. 



TableS 

Sioe/IQ$/ic D(Jll1iIUJ"ceRe$ults!orllypotl,esis " 

Case arid Strategy 

CtlSe StudY A 

* pure lock-in 

* sell assets and lock-in 

* lock-in and use IUDs 

* do nothing 

CaseSludylJ 

" pure lock-in 

* sell assets and lock"in 

··Iock-in and use IEDs 

* do nothing 

Ca,f.,'e Study C 

* pure Jock-in 

• lock-in and usc IEOs 

* do nothing 

Case Study [) 

'" pure lock-in 

I 
* lock-in and use IEDs 

* do nothing 
l . 

Wealth 

Financial 
Uncertainty 

Financial 
Certainty 

dominant .. 

indifferent 

dominant .. 
.. dominant 

jndifferent 

indUferent 

dominant -
dominant -

dominant ,. 

indifferent 

indifferent 

indifferent 

.. dominant 

,. dominant 

Net CashFJow 

Financial 
Uncertainty 

.. 
.. 

dominant 

.. 

dominant 

.. 

dominant 

.. 

dominant 

.. 

dominant 

Financial 
Certainty 

dominant 

dominant 

-
dominant 

.. 

dominant 

.. 

dominant 

.. 

dominant 

.. 

indifferent 

dominant .. 

dominant .. 

Note. Indifierenco arises only because the utility function and risk attribute assumptions 

applied do not provide sufficient information for dominance to be determined. 
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The simul~tiQn re~ults$uggest that, oncC!ri~k inintere!ltcosts .isretnove~ (by locking-in), the 
potential windfall gains fromlnterest yield increases outweigh the benefits obtained from 
introducing financial certainty. 

With regard to the strategies involving maintaining existingfinanciat structure and 
arrangements; Le .• the null hypothesis or lido nothing" strategies? there was only one exception 
to the rule that the stochasticallyctlicient wealth outcomes were generated under financial 
certainty. This implies that exIsting financial arr!Ulgements on wOQIgrowingproperties are 
commonly not optimul fbr operating in a deregulated .financial environment. Thus, as would be 
expected, unless the wealth-seeking grazieris prepared to take active measures to reduce 
financial risks t fin:mcial certainty is preferred. 

There are no clear patterns in the results of the stochasticefficicncy comparisons ofthe 

generated distributions of net cash flow. In Case A .. it is the pure "lock-in" strategy under 
financial certainty that is dominant, in Case B it is the IIIED" strategy under financial 

uncertainty, in Casc C the "lED" strategy under financial certainty, while in Case 0, no 

preference can be determined between the pure "lock-in" strategies under the two alternative 

financial conditions 

In case studies B. C and D. financial uncertainty appears to oiler most opportunity for 

deriving maximum expected utility from net cash flow A deciding factor here could be the 

magnitude of the fees involved in refinancing the respective loan liabilities. The only exceptions 
arc the strategies involving selling assets in Case 13 and utilising IEDs in Case C. 

Once again, Case A provides contradictory results On that farm. financial certainty 

seems to be the preferred operating environment, with three out of the four strategies yielding 

their dominant net cash flow outcomes under those conditions. The exception is the "JED" 
strategy, Given the presumed extreme volatility in cash operating deficits eJepericnced on this 

farm (see the discussions of Hypotheses 1 E\nd 2)~ it is plausible to argue that the risk-reducing 
effects of eliminating financial uncertainty overwhelm any adverse magnitude effects to ensure 

that this condition is preferred under almost all strategies. Conversely, the efrccl of smoothing 

taxable income. and hence tax, associated with the "rED" strategy, when combined with the 

positive aspects of financial uncertainty (e.g., windfall gains in interest earnings), nppc,;r to be 
sufficient to make this the preferred state when focusing on short-nm cash How. 

On the basis of the above results and considerations, Hypothesis 4 is not rejected. 

Conclusions 

The experimental strategies involving maintaining existing financial an'nngements and 

structures were not, as a general fulc, included in the efi1cient set under conditions of financial 
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uncertainty. This implies that the existing financial arrangements on the cas~study properties 

were not the most: appropriate for operating ina deregHlatedfinancialenvironmcnt. It is 
plausible that the same assessment could apply to many other woolptodl.ldng farms in 

Australia. 

Farm managers, rural consultantstfinanciers~ industry bodies and potiGY makers alike 

should take note of this observation. Although the various!'rural cris~~"of the 1980s 
occasioned considerable adjustment in the wool il1dustry,it appears that thqse.adjustments may 
not have extended to addressing adequately the problem ofmaneging increased financial 

uncertainty. Unless continued efforts are made to encourage appropriate financial structures 

and arrangements for G'lrm businesses, the incidence of financial stresS in this industry is not 

likely to decline. 

On a brighter note, thefl . evidence of some positive moves in this regard. There are 

initiatives under the new Farm Financial Mamlgcmcnt Skills Program of the Commonwealth 
Department of j>rimary Industry and Energy to improve the information .. base and financial 

management skills of agriculturalists and rural accountants. Also* in recent years~ fhrm financial 

advisers have been active in promoting use of medium-term, fixed-interest loans to finance 

even what has been traditionally regarded as Jong~term credit (e.g., land purchase); and this 

risk management strategy is an increasing phenomenon (Ross Turvey, R.J. Turvey & Assoc., 

pel's comm., 1990). Originally selected on the basis of intuition and management acumen, this 

study has shown empirically that, as a general nile, this strategy is likely one of the best 

possible. 

An important outcome of this study was the demonstrated usefidness ofincome 

equalisation deposits as a risk management option. For the cases examined, use of IEDs was 

found to rank highly in terms of stochastic efilciency for both the wealth and net cash flow 

outcomes. It seems, however. that the efTectiveness of IEDs is significantly reduced under 

conditions of HnanciaJ certainty. This is not unexpected: a taxation instrument designed to 

smooth fluct.uating incomes will naturally be most effective when incomes are most volatile. 

These result') provide support. to the recent work by Douglas and Davenport (1992) and Kaine 

at (li. (] 992), both of whom argue in favour oflEDs as a strategic financial Ulanagement 

instrument. 

Although Hypothesis 4 could not be rejected, i.e., Hna._cial risk was indeed found to 

contribute significantly to total risk on woolgrowing properties, interpretation of the results led 

to a somewhat surprising inference. This was that, if maximising expected utility from wealth 

were the primary objective, those producers who were prepared to undertake proactive 

financial risk management could actually prefer conditions of financial uncertainty_ This 

inference was based on the demonstrated dominance ofthc "lock .. jn", IIsell assets" and "lED" 
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strategiesuuder conditions ofuncenaintyas against full :financia.iinfhrmation. ThUs,it se~rns 

that financial risk management strategies can be designed for most fann businesses that will 
provide potential wealth benefits under financial uncertainty such that the adverse risk effects 
are more than offset. While the results are not so conclusive with regard to maximising 
expected utility from n~t cash flow, it is arguable that the same can be said for thi$objective, 

This last comment raises the critical requirement of defining the primary management 
objective before attempting to design and implement a strategic adjustment to farm financial 
structure. It is necessary to appraise alternatives on the basis of their relative impacts on the 
prospects of satisfYing this primary goal. The results of this study have highlighted the 
ditlerences in the ranking of the alternative strategies that can arise when considering disparate 
objectives. Opportunities to make further strategic changes may be severely limited due to cost 
or the contractual nature of the arrangements entered into j so it is vital to select initially the 
appropriate strategy to meet t.he primary objective. 

A fUI1her implication is that, with increasing opportunities for farmers to ohtn 10 credit 
under arrangements tailored to their requirements, financial derep:uJ ltion appears to have 

benefited the wool industry. The results obtained support the proposition that a return to a 
more regulated financial environment would not be preferred except by those woolgrowers 
who are constrained by circumstance, ignorance or preference to maintain inappropriate 
financial strategies. 
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